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Overview of Wearable Air Purifier 

Air Pollution continue to increase 

As air pollution has risen due to microdust, interests in air purifier and its 
market is increasing  

Overcoming the limits of using Air purifier 

Existing air purifiers has limits because it can be used in confined spaces 
due to its fixed position in home, office etc. Expecting that there will be 
increasing demand on air purifier that does not adhere to any place  
 
Considering worldwide life style, we developed portable air purifier that 
each individual can carry it around and use it anywhere at any time 
 
(Suitable for various users in office, study room, car etc.) 
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Market Condition and Trend of Technology 

Overview of the Product Market 

Increasing demand on Well-being products related to the health is noticeable in Korea, developed countries such as USA and EU, 
and even Asian countries in economic growth. 

Current situation of Product Market 

Demand for air purifier is increasing Due to gradually increasing air 
pollution. With appearance of Wearable device, people’s interests and 
preference on personal portable device is increasing. 
 
In case of existing portable air purifiers, there are bunch of similar miniaturized 
products applied with negative ion system. However, its air cleaning effect is 
marginal and there are lot of products that does not function properly 
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Technical Characteristics of Wearable Air Purifier  

Active Air Cleaning Device 

Wearable device which is possible to wear it around your neck to effectively remove the micro dust, other contaminants etc. anywhere. 

Easily recharge by USB. Easy to recharge and use by applying lithium-ion rechargeable battery with large capacity.  

Applied HEPA filter to inhale the contaminated air and supply purified air. Secondly, it generates negative ion to remove residual 

contaminants and finally it directly supply fresh air. It effectively removes health harm factors and generates purified air directly into your 

nose as an active air cleaning device. It is a wearable air purifier as advanced concept that overcome the limits of existing portable air 

purifier had.  
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Technical Comparison and Market Prospect 

Class 
Technology Priority of our 

company 
Existing technique 

Portable and Movable 
Air Purifier 

(Wearable Air Purifier) 

-It applied HEFA filter as a direct filtering system to 
inhale the contaminated air and exhale fresh air. 
Secondly it generates negative ion to remove 
residual contaminants one more time and exhale 
fresh air.  
-It directly gives you purified air to user’ nose and 
mouth as an active air cleaning device. Possible to 
use it anywhere at anytime regardless of usage 
environment. 

-In case of existing portable air purifier, it 
just attached negative ion generator and 
neutralize the contaminants in air. It was 
hard to expect perfect air cleaning effect.  

Market Prospect 

It is an advanced concept of wearable air purifier. It is possible to extend the market not only to existing air purifier market, but also to 

personal portable device market such as smart phone, Bluetooth as trend item. 

Portable Air Purifier 

                          More Convenient 
  

               Neck Band Style 
Wearable Device  

  
      HEPA Filter and Generating Anion 
              Double Air Purifying System 
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PRODUCT  DETAIL 

Portable Air Purifier 

(performance) 
- Battery 
- Air volume 
- Anion generation 
- Power 

: Lithium-ion rechargeable battery 2,600mA 
: 50m /h 
: 1.5 million/30cm 
: DC5V , 1A , power consumption 0.8W 
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HOW TO USE 

Portable Air Purifier 
Convenient Wearable Type 

(Function- Operation and operation indicator LED) 
▷ Pressing the button once (Once a beep sound) 

-->On & Generating anion- Blue color light on  

▷ Pressing the button once again (Beep sound twice) 
-->Generating anion & functioning FAN- Green color light on 

▷ Pressing the button once (Once a beep sound) 
-->OFF 

(Function- Battery status LED) 
In operation : 

▷ After full charge lights up Green LED about 11 hours  
--> If you used more time, lights up Red LED 

▷ Red LED is used in about 2 hours change Red LED flashes. 

▷ After 10 minutes from the Red LED flash 
--> Red LED flash Auto OFF 

* After full charge, continued mode two(anionic & FAN) It operate approximately 13 hours. 
* After full charge, continued mode one(anionic) It operate approximately 20 hours. 

Battery :  

▷ About 4 to 4 hours 30 minutes require from discharge to full charge  

* After full charge, continued mode one(anionic) It operate approximately 20 hours. 



Address : A-301, Hagye Technotown, 10, Nowon-gu, Seoul, Korea 
Tel : 02-948-0657   │   FAX : 02-948-2342 
http://www.hyundaiwater.com 
http://www.hyundai-wellbeing.com 
http://www.hyundaibidet.com 
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